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Abstract 
 

Currently, many applications require environmental sensing inside water bodies; Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN) is a new 

breed of sensor networks which achieve this sensing task. However, UWSN faces unique challenges due to signal problems associated 

with water medium. Most of the UWSN nodes have limited resources, and require Node Localization technique to identify their location. 

Many effective node localization techniques have been proposed in the literature. However, a new challenge has emerged related to secu-

rity of the node localization technique; intruder or compromised sensor nodes provide incorrect localization information to the localiza-

tion process, which may result in network disconnection. Currently, effective solution to address this problem in the literature is still lack-

ing. In this work, a secure localization technique based on node mobility and probabilistic model is presented. This proposed localization 

technique, substantially outperforms the contemporary technique in-terms of security effectiveness when demonstrated empirically. 
.

1. Introduction 

1.1. Overview of UWSN 

In multiple applications such as—military tasks, natural disaster warning, sub-

marine exploration, ocean protection and monitoring; UWSN [1-6] has 

gained popularity. Since, UWSN operate inside the water medium; 

node communication is carried out through acoustic signals, which have 

lower bandwidth, large propagation delay and high error rate. 

Figure 1 illustrates the network model of UWSN. There are three 

classes of UWSN nodes— surface buoys, beacon nodes and un-

known nodes. The surface buoys float on the water surface, and 

are equipped with location trackers such as—GPS. Most of the 

sensing activity is performed by beacon and unknown nodes. The 

beacon nodes are more powerful than unknown nodes in-terms of 

energy reserves, computational ability, communication range and 

network resources. However, excessive monetary cost of these 

nodes prevents large scale deployment. Hence, the less expensive 

and resource weak unknown nodes are deployed in bulk. The bea-

con nodes have the ability to communicate with surface buoys, 

and estimate their location coordinates; the unknown nodes, usual-

ly, are unable to communicate with surface buoys, and depend on 

beacon nodes for their location coordinates estimation. 

Node Localization is a technique by which the unknown nodes 

estimate their location coor-dinates by communicating with 

neighborhood beacon nodes. The first step for unknown node to 

perform localization is to communicate with the neighborhood 

beacon nodes. Each commu¬nicated beacon node estimates its 

distance from the unknown node, and transmits a message to the 

unknown node, which contains this estimated distance and the 

corresponding location coor-dinates of the beacon node. The un-

known node after receiving location information from all the bea-

con nodes, estimates its corresponding location which best fits the 

obtained data. Currently, many effective localization solutions [7-9] 

based on meta-heuristic techniques such as—Particle Swarm Op-

timization (PSO), Binary PSO e.t.c. have been proposed in the 

literature. 

 

 
Fig. 1: UWSN Network Model 

1.2 Motivation 

Similar to many Wireless networks, security threats are also pre-

sent in UWSN; especially in the node localization process; false 

localization information provided by the intruder nodes can be a 

major security threat. For example, a group of malicious beacon 

nodes might provide their corresponding locations which are much 

farther than the actual location coordinates; the estimated distanc-

es by these malicious nodes to the unknown node can be aligned 

with actual locations or some random values. Since, the unknown 

node estimates its corresponding location information which best 

fits the available data; due to false localization information, the 

estimated location coordinates might be far away from the actual 

position. This scenario can lead to network disconnection, because 

the unknown nodes might deem themselves as isolated; since, they 

have limited communication range. In the literature, effective 

solutions to counter this security threat are still elusive. The initial 

approach to address this security threat was presented in [10]; 

however, there is still significant scope to improve upon the pre-

sented solution; in-order to achieve better accuracy in isolating 

malicious nodes. 

1.3 Paper Contributions 

In this work, the following contributions are made: 
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1. To address the security threat in UWSN node localization pro-

cess, a new technique to perform secure node localization is pre-

sented. This new technique, considers the node mobility due to 

tidal waves or other geographical factors for node localization; 

probabilistic framework is adopted to perform isolation of mali-

cious nodes; the parameters of the probabilistic framework are 

estimated by generating the required training set. 

  

2. The presented UWSN secure node isolation technique is im-

plemented in MATLAB, and empirically compared against the 

contemporary technique [10]. The proposed security technique 

substantially outperforms the contemporary technique w.r.t. isola-

tion accuracy of malicious nodes. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related 

work in this area. Section 3 presents the proposed UWSN secure 

node isolation technique. The empirical results and corresponding 

discussions are presented in Section 4. Finally, the work is con-

cluded with future directions in the area in Section 5. 

2. Related Work 

The two main classifications of localization techniques for UWSN 

are—range-free and range-based techniques. The range-based 

technique [9] utilizes hardware components to estimate node dis-

tances. Metric such as—Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Re-

ceived Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Time of Arrival (TOA) 

are used in estimating the node distances. Even though, range-

based techniques achieve better accuracy, the communication cost 

might be expensive. The range-free techniques [11] utilize multi-

tude of optimization methods such as—Convex Pro¬gramming, 

DV-HOPS and Centroid localization algorithm to perform node 

localization. Even though, the cost of hardware is reduced, effec-

tiveness suffers in-terms of localization accuracy. Range-based 

techniques have wider appeal; since, many UWSN applications 

perform critical functions. In this work, the presented UWSN 

secure node localization technique falls into range- based localiza-

tion class. 

There are myriad of localization techniques for UWSN presented 

in the literature. In [12], Monte Carlo based localization scheme, 

which was range free and took node mobility into consid¬eration 

was proposed. In [13], improvement over the scheme presented in 

[12] w.r.t. localization accuracy was presented. 

In the literature, node localization technique for small size UWSN 

has been extensively ad-dressed. In [14], localization based on 

GPS enabled intelligent buoys, which are located on the surface, 

and having one hop communication scheme was presented. Even 

though, this technique achieves appreciable accuracy, the exces-

sive cost of hardware prohibits wider appeal. The local-ization 

scheme presented in [15] does not depend on time synchronization; 

it can also be applied to one hop networks. Node mobility based 

localization scheme was proposed in [16], which has two stages; 

the first stage involves estimation of beacon node velocity, which 

is achieved through Durbin technique; the second stage performs 

localization based on the mobility statistics ob¬tained in the first 

stage. 

In [17], the localization for UWSN was performed through dimen-

sionality reduction on the location search space. The three dimen-

sional search space was reduced to two dimensional space; this 

design was feasible due to the assumption that, pressure sensors 

are present in UWSN. 

In [10], the initial work on secure node localization in UWSN was 

presented. The security scheme addressed false localization infor-

mation threat. The location estimation was performed through 

Gradient Descent technique. Malicious nodes are identified during 

the Gradient Descent process using suitable thresholds. The usage 

of threshold without any prior analysis on the UWSN environment 

can lead to ineffectiveness in the localization process. It is im-

portant to design malicious node filtering mechanism based on the 

communication statistics between the different sensor nodes. 

It is clear from the presented related work; limited attention has 

been provided to the problem of secure node localization in 

UWSN; there is still extensive scope to design an effective secure 

node localization technique for UWSN. 
  

3. Secure Mobility Based Localization Tech-

nique for UWSN 

3.1 Localization Model 

Consider a node u, which can be surface buoy, beacon node or 

unknown node. Based on the kinematical model, the velocity of u 

in x direction and y direction are represented in Equations 1 and 2 

respectively. Here, VV (u) and Vy (u) indicates the velocity of u in 

the x and y direction respectively, k1, k2, k3, A and v indicate 

associated values of different factors such as temperature, salinity 

and tides, and k5 and k4 are random variables. Since, the kinemat-

ical model is based on two dimensional representation of node 

position, projection of three dimensional location coordinates on 

two dimensional surface is performed; also, working with reduced 

dimensions aids in reducing computational effort, and energy con-

servation in unknown nodes. 

 

 
 

Consider the nth unknown node indicated by un, which does not 

know its location coordinates, which needs to be identified 

through localization process. Let, there be m beacon nodes in the 

neighborhood of un, which are indicated by (bn„ bn2, ....bn,n). Let, 

the most recent estimated location coordinates of bna (1 < j < m) 

be indicated by the two dimensional coordinates (77,,, 9n, ); this 

location coordinate estimation is performed through the aid of 

surface buoys. The current position of bna is estimated as repre-

sented in Equation 3. Here, (xna , yna ) indicates the current posi-

tion of bna, Tna indicates the time interval after the location coordi-

nate of bna was estimated through surface buoys and the current 

time, and Ti indicates the approximate lag-time for the unknown 

node to finish its localization process. 

 
 

Each bna communicates its current position indicated by (xna , yna ) and corre-

sponding distance to un indicated by dna to un; un estimates its 

corresponding location coordinates by minimizing the error func-

tion represented in Equation 4. Here, error(un) indicates the 

error function, (x, y) are the parameters which need to be estimated by 

minimizing the error function. This case is represented in Equation 5. Here, 

(Yn, yn) indicates the parameter values of (x, y), which satisfy the opti-

mization condition represented in Equation 5. Finally, the estimated coordi-

nates of un indicated by ( n) are obtained as represented in Equation 6. 

 

 
 

To achieve the optimization goal represented in Equation 5, PSO 

based optimization tech¬nique outlined in Algorithm 1 is utilized.  

 

The required solution search space is created through Intial-

ize_search_space(un); the search particles (ri, r2, ....rb) are initial-

ized to arbitrary posi¬tions in the solution search space through 

Initialize_particles(SP, (ri, r2, ....rb)). Each particle is assigned an 
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exclusive zone in the solution search space; the union of all as-

signed particle zones will be equal to the search space. 

 

Algorithm 1 PSO_localize(un,(b„,,bn2, ••••bn,n)) 

 

 
 

The position of ri(1 < i < b) at time t in the solution search space is 

indicated by li(t). Each position is associated with the error func-

tion value/score represented in Equation 4. The score of the cur-

rent position is calculated through local_score(li(t)). The overall 

best solution obtained until step t for ri is calculated through up-

date_local_best_score(LS) and indicated by pbest%. The next step 

velocity for ri is indicated by Vi(t + 1). Here, C2 and Ci indicate 

the degrees of particle attraction towards group and individual 

success respectively, W controls the impact of previous velocity 

on the current velocity of the particle, gbest indicates the current 

global best solution discovered through all the particles, and -

y1,72 E [0, 1] indicate the random factors. 

The next position of ri is indicated by li(t + 1). The particle tra-

versal continues until the error function value/score converges to 

the desired value; this convergence is calculated through accepta-

ble_score(NS); the corresponding final solution (Yn, yn) is re-

turned. 

3.2 Security Model 

The main goal of the security model is to isolate malicious nodes; 

however, the localization model is utilized to achieve this goal. 

The first step is to calculate master distance metric value for un as 

represented in Equation 7. Here, b n indicates the master distance 

for un, which is the average of individual distance error for each 

bna. 

 

 
If any malicious nodes are present in the beacon node set indicated 

by (bn„ bn2, ....bn,n), such nodes are detected by utilizing b n and 

the indicator random variable indicated by In, and defined for uri, 

which is represented in Equations 8 and 9. Here, pt indicates a 

threshold; the setting mechanism of the threshold value will be 

outlined in the subsequent section, along with the estimation 

techniques for the distribution parameters and cr2. 

3.3 Estimation of Distribution Parameters 

In-order to estimate the distribution parameters and cr2, suitable 

training set has to be generated. Training set case refers to a simu-

lation case in which, a specific unknown node is subjected to lo-

calization procedure by using a set of non-malicious nodes. Each 

case is associated with the corresponding generated master dis-

tance value. In the simulation exercise carried in this work, totally 

mu = 50 unknown nodes were utilized; each unknown node had me 

= 20 different cases associated with it. In each case for a specific 

unknown node, the number of beacon nodes and their correspond-

ing positions were varied. Each case had varying number of bea-

con nodes between 3 to 15. 

Let, the master distance value calculated for the nth(1 < n < mu) 

unknown node belonging to the kth training set case be indicated 

as b nj. Based on the parameter estimation principle of Gaussian 

distribution, and cr2 are estimated as represented in Equations 10 

and 11 

3.4 Algorithm 

Algorithm 2 outlines the proposed mobility based secure localiza-

tion technique for UWSN; the corresponding flow diagram is 

illustrated in Figure 2. The unknown node un, estimates its loca-

tion coordinates by using the neighborhood beacon node set indi-

cated by U through PS0Joca/ize(un, U). The master distance value 

for U is calculated through the function master_distance(U, 9n)). 

If the group of beacon nodes qualifies as non-malicious based on 

the proposed security model, all the beacon nodes are returned as 

non-malicious; otherwise, if some nodes in the group are mali-

cious, then, such malicious nodes have to be isolated. 

The isolation process of malicious nodes from the set of beacon 

nodes indicated by G = U involves analyzing all the possible sub-

sets of G. To perform this sub-set analysis, comp_node(G, i) which 

generates a unique selection of i nodes from G is utilized; for each 

call a unique node set selection which was not seen before is pro-

duced. Also, if I GI < i then, comb_node(G, i) returns NULL. The 

sub-sets of G having cardinality between 2 to m — 1 are consid-

ered for analysis. The generated sub-sets are subjected to security 

check by using the proposed security model. If a particular sub-set 

qualifies as non-malicious, the union of such qualified sets is per-

formed to identify the final set of non-malicious nodes. 

Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 collectively state that, Algorithm 2 

is effective in isolating malicious nodes with high probability. 
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Fig. 2: Algorithm Flow Diagram 

 

Algorithm 2  
Secure Localization Technique(un) 
Theorem 3.1. Let, pt=Ф(µ/µ, σ2) and pt<Ф(µ/µ, σ2); then, pt is 

associated with high value. 

Theorem 3.2. Let, G be a group of neighbourhood non-malicious 

beacon nodes. If, some of the nodes in G are compromised into 

malicious; this new set is indicated as G. The master distance val-

ue of G will be lesser than the master distance value of G. 

Theorem 3.3. Algorithm Correctness 
Let, pt<Ф(µ/µ, σ2) and pt=Ф(µ/µ, σ2); then, the chances of isolat-

ing malicious nodes is high. 

 
Theorem 3.4. Algorithm Correctness 

Let, pt<Ф(µ/µ, σ2) and pt=Ф(µ/µ, σ2)); then, the chances of isolat-

ing non-malicious nodes as malicious is low. 

4. Results and Discussions 

4.1 Simulation Setup 

The proposed mobility based secure node localization technique 

for UWSN is simulated using MATLAB. The utilized parameter 

values for simulation are outlined in Table 1. For the ease of refer-

ence, the proposed mobility based secure node localization tech-

nique for UWSN will be indicated as new local, which is com-

pared against the contemporary technique [10], which will be 

referred as old local. The performance of new local and old local 

are analyzed through two metrics{LT N(un) and LF P(un); here, 

the rst metric is related to True Negative analysis, and it is repre-

sented in Equation 12; LT N(un) represents the proportion of 

malicious beacon nodes which have been accurately identied as 

malicious by the localization technique w.r.t. unknown node un, 

actual malicious(un) indicates the actual malicious node set of un, 

and identified malicious(un) indicates the identified malicious 

nodes by the utilizing localization technique, which are actually 

malicious. 

 

The second metric is represented in Equation 13, which is related 

to False Positive analysis. Here, LF P(un) indicates the proportion 

of non-malicious nodes which have been identified 

as malicious by the utilized node localization technique w.r.t. un, 

actual valid(un) indicates the actual non-malicious nodes, and 

identified_valid(un) indicates the identified  non-malicious nodes 

by the utilized node localization technique, which are actually 

non-malicious. 

 

From the de nition of LF P and LT N, clearly, 0 LF P; LT N 1; 

higher the values of LF P and LT N, greater will be the e ective-

ness of the utilized node localization technique. Since, communi-

cation systems inside the water environment face signal attenua-

tion; Gaussian attenuation, whose variance is proportional to the 

distance between un and the beacon node nj is added to dnj . 

4.2 Empirical Results and Discussions 

Two experiments are performed to analyze the performance of 

new local and old local. The rst experiment varies the number of 

beacon nodes; the result of this analysis w.r.t. LT N(un),  LF P(un) 

and execution time is presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 

The new local performs exceedingly better than old local w.r.t. 

effectiveness parameters LT N(un) and LF P(un) 

mainly due to assiduous design presented for new local. The per-

formance of new local decreases as the computational load in-

creases, which is mainly due to compounded effect of signal at-

tenuation. In-case of execution time, old local performs better than 

new local, because of combinatorial execution complexity of new 

local; however, this increase in execution time is not substantial; 

the large effectiveness advantage seen for new local o sets this 

limitation. 

The minimum distance between the beacon node and un is varied 

in the second experiment; the number of beacon and malicious 

nodes are fixed. The analysis result w.r.t. LT N(un), LF P(un) and 

execution time is presented in Figures 6, 7 and 8 respectively. The 

new local outperforms old local w.r.t. LT N and LF P, and slightly 

underperforms w.r.t. execution time for the same reasons ex-

plained above. The performance of new local decreases with the 

increase in the minimum distance between beacon node and un 

due to the compounded effect of signal attenuation. The execution 

time of new local does not show large variance mainly due to the 

fixed computational load.  

 
Fig. 3: No of Beacon nodes vs LT N(un) 

 

 
Fig. 4: No of Beacon Nodes vs LF P(un) 

 

Fig. 5: No of Beacon nodes vs Exe Time 
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Fig. 6: Min Beacon Dist vs LT N(un) 

 
Fig. 7: Min Beacon Dist vs LF P(un) 

 

 
Fig 8: Min Beacon Dist vs Exe Time 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, mobility based secure node localization technique for 

UWSN was presented; this technique was designed through prob-

abilistic scheme; its performance guarantees based on theoretical 

analysis was presented; empirical evaluation exhibited the consid-

erable security effectiveness of the proposed technique over the 

contemporary technique. In future, the presented 

security design can be evaluated and suitably modified for differ-

ent underwater environments; also, energy optimal and effective 

secure localization techniques need to be investigated, in-order to 

prolong the node lifetime. 
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Appendix a proofs of theorems 

Proof of Theorem 3.1 

Proof. Here, indicates the mean of Gaussian distribution; the 

values around have high probability; so, the theorem immediately 

follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2 

Proof. Let, G = (bn1 ; bn2 ; ::::bnm ) indicate the non-malicious 

neighbor beacon nodes of un, x indicate the master distance value 

for G; suppose, r < m beacon nodes are compromised into 

malicious nodes to create a new group indicated byG, with y 

indicating the new master distance value for G. 

The metric indicates the estimated distance by the unknown node 

un, from it to bnj (1 j m); indicate this value as ^dnj . Let, .! dnj = 

j^ dnj .dnj j, it is clear from Equation 7; if the variance of .! dnj is 

high, .! bn will have larger value; this scenario is seen in a group 

of beacon nodes which contain malicious nodes; for example, G. 

Similarly, if the variance of .! dnj is lesser, .! bn will have lesser 

value; this scenario is seen in a group of beacon nodes which are 

all non-malicious; for example, G; hence, x < y. 
 

Proof of Theorem 3.3 

Proof. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.3, x with high 

probability, because of the property of Gaussian distribution, and 

is estimated from the training set cases which only involve non-

malicious nodes; by using Theorem 3.3, security model included 

in Algorithm 2 will most likely isolate the malicious nodes. 

Proof of Theorem 3.4 

Proof. Here, by using the proofs of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3, it can be 

concluded that, x with high probability; by the security model 

presented in Algorithm 2, and the result of Theorem 3.1, the 

theorem immediately follows. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


